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“Every generation of Americans has brought our Nation 
closer to fulfi lling its promise of equality. While progress 

has taken time, our achievements in advancing the rights of 
LGBT Americans remind us that history is on our side, and 

that the American people will never stop striving toward lib-
erty and justice for all.”  — Barack Obama

June 5 · 7:30 PM

An editor of the UK’s Phoenix magazine, Abigail Tarttelin shares 
Golden Boy, a riveting coming-of-age story of a family in crisis as 

their façade as an effortlessly excellent unit crumbles around them 
when their biggest secret is revealed.

June 6 · 7:30 PM

Angus Whyte shares After-Dinner Tales, a collection of stories 
recalling his time travelling the world, from Austria to the Congo 

Republic, to France and New York, Whyte’s stories of varying jobs 
and destinations are full of adventure and beauty.

June 8 · 10:30 AM

Join us for a very special story time with a reading of And Tango Makes 
Three by Justin Richardson, the heartwarming, true story of two male 

penguins at the Central Park Zoo who built a nest and hatched a 
chick together. Members of the cast of “Birds of a Feather,” a play 

based on these two adorable penguins, will be running from May 17th 
to June 29th at the New Conservatory Theatre Center.

June 11 · 7:30 PM

Seth Lerer shares Prospero’s Son: Life, Books, Love, and Theater, a 
richly layered memoir refl ecting on the complicated relationships 
held between fathers and sons and the transformative power that 

words, books, art, and performance can have, not only on these 
relationships, but life as a whole.

June 12 · 8:00 PM

A contributing editor for Vanity Fair magazine, journalist David Margolick 
shares Dreadful: The Short Life and Gay Times of John Horne Burns, a fascinat-
ing exploration of Burns’ brief and controversial life coupled with a look 

at the pressures of being gay in mid-twentieth-century America.

June 13 · 7:30 PM

Join us for a panel reading celebrating Pride Month and the publi-
cations of local press, Manic D. Headliner Daniel LaVesque will lead 
the way for a wide array of styles by the likes of Justin Chin, Alvin 

Orloff, Larry-Bob Roberts, Thea Hillman, Daphne Gottlieb, Michelle Tea, 
and Stephanie Rosenbaum. Refreshments will be served.

June 20 · 7:30 PM

Join us for a reading full of romance and adventure as Mark 
Abramson shares, Love Rules, number seven in the Beach Reading 

mystery series. With his partner, Nick, traversing Europe on a book 
tour, Tim Snow is home pondering the rules of monogamy. Mean-

while, local businesses in the Castro are desperate to identify a pair 
of masked robbers preying on their neighborhood.

June 22 · 11:00 AM

What could be better than being read to by roalty? SF Queen, Mutha, 
will be reading some of her very favorite books for tots during Amer-
ica’s fi rst DRAG QUEEN STORY TIME! So come celebrate Mutha’s Day in 
June, with Pride that parents and kids can share together. (Ages 3-7)  

All Events will take place at Books Inc. in the Castro, 
2275 Market Street, San Francisco, 415-864-6777
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CARL HIAASEN IN CONVERSATION WITH CHRISTOPHER MOORE

Not Your Mother’s Book Club™ very proudly presents the wonderful and talented Sarah Dessen, shar-
ing her newest book The Moon and More, the perfect summer read full of romance and empowerment.  
Tickets are $20 and available at  Books Inc. in Opera Plaza or visit us online at www.booksinc.net.

June 10 · 7:00 PM · Books Inc. in Opera Plaza · 601 Van Ness

Carl Hiaasen bestselling author of Strip Tease, Stormy Weather, Lucky You, Sick Puppy, Basket Case, 
Skinny Dip, Nature Girl and Star Island has done it again! Join us for a very special celebration 
of his latest zany Floridian adventure, Bad Monkey.  Carl will be in conversation with bestsell-
ing author Christopher Moore (Lamb, Sacre Bleu, Fool)!  Yep, that’s right - prepare yourself for an 
awesome Sunday afternoon.   Tickets are $32 and include a signed fi rst edition of Bad Monkey.  
Tickets are available at www.booksinc.net and any of our Books Inc. locations.

June 23 · 2:00 PM · The Chapel · 777 Valencia St · San Francisco

Visit www.booksinc.net 
for the absolute latest 

event information!

Independent bookstores have always been the leading source of discovery of new 
authors.  You trust us to put the next great thing into your hands time and again.   
Indies around the country are celebrating debut authors this month and we are 
so pleased to add these authors to the list of discoveries that can be made at the 
west’s oldest independent bookseller.

NOT YOUR MOTHER’S BOOK CLUB

ENDORSE
PRIDE
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The Shining Girls
by Lauren Beukes
In Depression-era Chicago, Harper Curtis 
finds a key to a house that opens on to other 
times. But it comes at a cost. He has to kill the 
shining girls: bright young women, burning 

with potential. After stalking his victims through their lives 
and across different eras, Harper finally meets his match 
in 1989’s Kirby Mazrachi. With the help of ex-homicide 
reporter, Dan, Kirby begins the hunt for her attacker while 
unraveling this impossible mystery. AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

We Need New Names
by Noviolet Bulawayo
Darling is ten years old and navigating a 
violent world in Zimbabwe. Doing what they 
must to survive, she and her friends grasp at 
memories of Before. Before their homes were 

destroyed by paramilitary policemen, before the fathers 
left for dangerous jobs abroad. But Darling has a chance 
to escape: she has an aunt in America. In this new land she 
seeks America’s famous abundance only to find perilously 
few options as an immigrant. AVAILABLE NOW

The Son by Philipp Meyer
1849- The newly established Republic of 
Texas – A marauding band of Comanches has 
murdered thirteen year old Eli McCullough’s 
family. Brave and clever, Eli quickly adapts to 
life among the Comanches and becomes the 
chief’s adopted son. But when armed Ameri-

cans decimate the tribe, Eli finds himself alone. Neither 
white nor Indian, civilized nor fully wild, he must carve a 
place for himself in a world in which he does not fully belong. 
AVAILABLE NOW

And the Mountains Echoed
by Khaled Hosseini
Spanning six decades and traversing the 
globe, Hosseini explores the many ways in 
which families nurture, wound, betray, honor, 
and sacrifice for one another; and how often 

we are surprised by the actions of those closest to us, at the 
times that matter most. Following its characters and the 
ramifications of their lives and choices and loves around the 
globe the story expands gradually outward, becoming more 
emotionally complex and powerful with each turning page. 
AVAILABLE NOW

Crazy Rich Asians
by Kevin Kwan
When American-born Rachel Chu agrees 
to spend the summer in Singapore with her 
boyfriend, Nicholas Young, she envisions a 
humble family home and quality time with 

the man she might one day marry. What she doesn’t know 
is that Nick’s family home happens to look like a palace, that 
she’ll ride in more private planes than cars, and that with 
one of Asia’s most eligible bachelors on her arm, Rachel 
might as well have a target on her back. AVAILABLE JUNE 
11TH

The Redeemer by Jo Nesbø
Christmas shoppers stop to hear a concert on 
a crowded Oslo street when an explosion cuts 
through the music and one of the singers falls 
dead, shot in the head at point-blank range. 
Harry Hole has little to work with: no suspect, 
no weapon, and no motive. But Harry’s trou-

bles will multiply. As the search closes in, the killer becomes 
increasingly desperate, and Harry’s chase takes him to the 
most forbidden corners of the former Yugoslavia. AVAIL-
ABLE NOW

TransAtlantic
by Colum McCann
Soaring across continents, leaping through 
centuries, and uniting a cast of deftly 
rendered characters, TransAtlantic demon-
strates McCann’s stake as one of the most 

acclaimed and essential authors of his generation. From 
Newfoundland in 1919, to Dublin in 1845, to New York in 
1998, an iconic crossing is made creating a profound medi-
tation on identity and history in a wide world that grows 
somehow smaller and more wondrous with each passing 
year. AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

The Silver Star 
by Jeannette Walls
1970, California - “Bean” Holladay and her older 
sister Liz, are suddenly parentless when their 
artistic mother leaves to find herself. With 
enough money to last weeks, the sisters go about 

their routine until they spot a police car outside their house 
and flee on a bus to Virginia, where their Uncle Tinsley lives. 
As they adjust to their new lives and learn family history the 
threat of adult power swings at them and their already altered 
world begins to crumble. AVAILABLE JUNE 11TH

Good Kings Bad Kings
by Susan Nussbaum
Inside the halls of ILLC, an institution for 
juveniles with disabilities, we discover a 
place that is deeply different from and yet 
remarkably the same as the world outside. 

In this isolated place on Chicago’s South Side, friendships 
are forged, trust is built, and love affairs begin. Through 
these alliances the residents of this neglected community 
ultimately find the strength to bond together, resist their 
mistreatment, and finally fight back. And in the process, 
each is transformed. AVAILABLE NOW

Flat Water Tuesday
by Ron Irwin
Rob Carrey arrives at the Fenton School with 
a scholarship to row and a chip on his shoulder. 
Generations of austere Fenton men have led 
the rowing team, known as the God Four, to 

countless victories. But first Rob must complete months of 
preparation driven by their captain, Connor Payne’s vicious 
competitive nature. As the race nears, the stakes rise, tem-
pers and lusts are fueled, and no one can prevent the horrible 
tragedy that befalls one of them. AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

A Conspiracy of Faith
by Jussi Adler-Olsen
Detective Carl Morck holds in his hands a bot-
tle that contains an old and decayed message, 
written in blood. It is a cry for help from two 
young brothers, tied and bound in a boathouse 

by the sea. Could it be real? Why weren’t they reported 
missing? Could they possibly still be alive? Carl and his col-
leagues, Assad and Rose, must use all of their resources to 
uncover the horrifying truth in this heart-pounding continu-
ation to the Department Q series. AVAILABLE NOW

The World Is a Carpet
by Anna Badkhen
In the middle of the salt-frosted Afghan des-
ert, in a village so remote that Google can’t 
find it, a woman squats on top of a loom, mak-
ing flowers bloom in the thousand threads 

she knots by hand. Here, where heroin is cheaper than 
rice, every day is a fast day. B-52s pass overhead--a sign of 
America’s omnipotence or its vulnerability, the villagers are 
unsure. They know, though, that the earth is flat--like a car-
pet. AVAILABLE NOW

The Yonahlossee Riding 
Camp for Girls 
by Anton Disclafani 
1930, Florida - After her mysterious role in 
a family tragedy, Thea Atwell, age fifteen, 
has been exiled to an equestrienne boarding 

school for Southern debutantes. The Yonahlossee Riding 
Camp for Girls is a far remove from Thea’s dreamlike child-
hood and, as she grapples with her responsibility for the 
events of the past year, she finds herself enmeshed in a new 
order, one that will change her sense of what is possible for 
herself, her family, her country. AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

The Engagements 
by J. Courtney Sullivan
Spanning nearly a hundred years, The Engage-
ments captures four marriages, while tracing the 
story of diamonds in America, and the way these 
glittering stones have come to symbolize our 

deepest hopes for everlasting love. As these lives and marriages 
unfold in surprising ways, we meet couples that married for 
various reasons, be it the white heat of passion, for partnership 
and comfort, or those who live together and love each other with 
no intention of walking down that aisle. AVAILABLE JUNE 11TH

The Execution of Noa P.  
Singleton by Elizabeth L. Silver
With an execution date just six months away, 
Noa P. has been sitting on death row for ten 
years when a visitor by the name of Marlene 
Dixon arrives. A high-powered attorney, Mar-

lene is also the mother of the woman Noa was imprisoned 
for killing, and she’s come to tell Noa she will do everything 
in her considerable power to commute her sentence to life 
in prison – if she will finally reveal what led her to commit 
murder. AVAILABLE JUNE 11TH

Revenge Wears Prada
by Lauren Weisberger
Almost a decade has passed since Andy Sachs 
quit her job working for Miranda Priestly at 
Runway magazine. Since her departure she’s 
teamed up with former nemesis, Emily, to 

create the high-end, must-read bridal magazine The Plunge. 
With her own upcoming wedding to the man of her dreams, 
Max Harrison, Andy’s life is finally falling into place. Until 
she comes across a letter with crushing implications and 
the path to the truth leads her back to the devil herself. . . 
AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

The Fabliaux
translated by Nathaniel E. Dubin
The Fabliaux depicts priapic priests, randy 
wives, and their cuckolded husbands in tales 
that are shocking even by today’s standards. 
Chaucer and Boccaccio borrowed heavily from 

these riotous tales, which were the wit of the common man 
rebelling against the aristocracy and Church in matters of 
food, money, and sex. Containing 69 poems with a parallel Old 
French text, The Fabliaux comes to life in a way that hasn’t 
been done in nearly eight hundred years. AVAILABLE NOW

The Caretaker by A.X. Ahmad
Back in India, Ranjit Singh commanded an 
elite army squad until his Army career ended 
in dishonor. Driven from his homeland, he is 
now a caretaker on Martha’s Vineyard. One 
harsh winter he secretly moves his family into 
the house of one of his clients, an African-

American Senator. When mysterious men break into the 
house, Ranjit is forced into the Senator’s shadowy world and 
must finally face the one careless decision that ruined his 
life- and forced him to leave India. AVAILABLE NOW
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The Unwinding by George Packer
American democracy is beset by a sense of crisis. 
Seismic shifts during a single generation have created 
a country of winners and losers, allowing unprec-
edented freedom while rending the social contract, 
driving the political system to the verge of breakdown. 

The Unwinding journeys through the lives of several Americans and 
explores everything from newspaper headlines, to advertising slogans 
and song lyrics that capture the flow of events and their undercurrents, 
providing a kaleidoscopic history of the new America.  AVAILABLE NOW

American Savage by Dan Savage
On the heels of his Emmy-winning It Gets Better 
campaign, columnist and provocateur Dan Savage 
is recognized as someone whose opinions about 
our culture, politics, and society should not only 
be listened to but taken seriously. In American 

Savage he covers such diverse issues as healthcare, gun control, 
marriage and parenting, the “gay agenda” and marriage equality, 
the Catholic church, and sex education with his characteristic 
straight talk and humor. AVAILABLE NOW

What Do Women Want?
by Daniel Bergner
What Do Women Want? is a bold and captivating 
journey into the world of female desire explor-
ing answers to questions such as: Are women 
perhaps the less monogamous sex? What is the 

role of narcissism--the desire to be desired--in female sexuality? 
Going behind some of the most groundbreaking experiments 
on sexuality and drawing on extensive research and interviews 
with renowned behavioral scientists, sexologists, psychologists, 
and everyday women Bergner forces us to reconsider long-held 
notions about female sexuality. AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

Unmastered by Katherine Angel
There’s an essential paradox at the heart of 
female sexuality: What we demand in our public 
lives is often in direct contrast to what we crave in 
our intimate lives. Unmastered isn’t merely per-
sonal confession; it is also a powerful reckoning 

with our contradictory and deeply entrenched notions of sexual-
ity. Angel embraces the highly charged oppositions and probes 
the porousness between masculine and feminine, thought and 
sensation, self and culture, power and pliancy, always reveling in 
the elusiveness of easy answers. AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

Terra Nova by Eric W. Sanderson
Many experts agree that energy is the defining 
issue of this century. Taking a uniquely cross-dis-
ciplinary, accessible approach, Sanderson delves 
into natural history, architecture, chemistry, and 
politics, to show how the American relationship 

to nature shaped our past and predicates our future. Illustrated 
throughout with maps, charts, and infographics, the book sug-
gests how we achieve a better world through a self-reinforcing 
cycle of tax reform, retrofitted towns and cities, bicycles and 
streetcars, and investment in renewable energy. AVAILABLE NOW

The Possibility Dogs
by Susannah Charleson
Charleson journeys into the world of psychiatric 
service, where dogs aid humans with disabilities 
that may be unseen but are no less felt. Inspired 
by the experience of her search dog partner help-

ing her cope with posttraumatic stress disorder, Charleson has 
learned to identify abandoned dogs with service potential, often 
plucking them from shelters at the last minute, and to train them 
for work beside hurting partners, to whom these second-chance 
dogs bring intelligence, comfort, and hope. AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

The Billionaire and the Mechanic
by Julian Guthrie
The America’s Cup, first awarded in 1851, is the oldest trophy in inter-

national sports, and one of the most hotly contested. 
In 2000, Larry Ellison, CEO of Oracle Corporation, 
teamed up with an unlikely partner, Norbert Bajurin, 
a car radiator mechanic who had recently been 
named Commodore of the blue collar Golden Gate 
Yacht Club. Here is their incredible story accompa-
nied by the history of this epic race that will soon be 

taking place in our very own waterfront. AVAILABLE NOW

Ungifted by Scott Barry Kaufman
Cognitive psychologist Scott Barry Kaufman-
-who was relegated to special education as a 
child--explores the latest research in genetics and 
neuroscience, as well as evolutionary, developmen-
tal, social, positive, and cognitive psychology, to 

challenge the conventional wisdom about the childhood predictors 
of adult success. Revealing that there are many paths to greatness, 
Kaufman argues for a more holistic approach to achievement. 
Combining original research, anecdotes, and a singular compas-
sion, he proves that anyone can become great. AVAILABLE NOW

Straight Flush by Ben Mezrich
Straight Flush tells the tale of a group of Uni-
versity of Montana frat brothers who turned a 
weekly basement poker game into the online 
empire AbsolutePoker.com. With their operations 
set up in the jungle paradise of Costa Rica, the 

brothers embraced a lavish lifestyle. Meanwhile, the gray area of 
U.S. and international law in which the company operated was 
becoming a lot more risky, and soon the U.S. Department of Jus-
tice had placed a bull’s-eye on Absolute Poker. AVAILABLE NOW

An Atheist in the Foxhole
by Joe Muto
As a self-professed bleeding-heart, godless lib-
eral, Joe’s viewpoints clearly didn’t mesh with his 
employer, Fox News. So he did what any ambitious, 
career-driven person would do. He destroyed his 

career, spectacularly. Becoming the Fox Mole for Gawker, Muto 
released footage and information that they never wanted exposed 
and garnered more than 2.5 million hits in one week. Within thirty-
six hours Muto lost his job, unfortunate for his career as the Fox 
Mole, but a treasure trove for book readers. AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

Dollarocracy by John Nichols & 
Robert W. McChesney
Blending reporting from the 2012 campaign trail 
and deep perspective from decades covering 
American and international media and politics, 
political journalist John Nichols and media critic 

Robert W. McChesney explain how US elections are becoming 
controlled, predictable enterprises that are managed by a new 
class of consultants who wield millions of dollars and define our 
politics as never before. As the money gets bigger, and journal-
ism declines, American citizens are in danger of becoming less 
informed and more open to manipulation. AVAILABLE NOW

Attacking the Ocean by Brian Fagan
Since 1860, the world has warmed significantly 
and the ocean’s climb has speeded. The sea level 
changes are cumulative and gradual; no one knows 
when they will end. The Attacking Ocean tells a tale 
of the rising complexity of the relationship between 

humans and the sea at their doorsteps, a complexity created not by 
the oceans, which have changed but little. What has changed is us, 
and the number of us on earth. AVAILABLE JUNE 11TH

The Last Hours on Everest
by Hoyland Graham
Having become obsessed with the 1924 disappear-
ance of the two English climbing legends, George 
Mallory and Sandy Irvine, Graham Hoyland 
became the 15th English man to climb Everest. 

Combining personal experience, the physical evidence found on the 
mountain and an insight into the hearts and minds of the two climb-

ers, Hoyland produces the most compelling description of what 
actually happened on that day and the answer to that most intrigu-
ing of questions did they actually climb Everest? AVAILABLE NOW

Eleven Rings by Phil Jackson
From a preacher’s kid in North Dakota to a storied 
career as winner of more championships than any 
coach in the history of professional sports, Phil 
Jackson explored everything from humanistic 
psychology and Native American philosophy to Zen 

meditation, discovering the secrets of mindfulness and team chemis-
try along the way. Here is his candid story covering everything from 
managing Michael Jordan, to forging successful teams out of players 
of varying abilities, this book is full of revelations. AVAILABLE NOW

Seeing What Others Don’t
by Gary Klein
Insights--like Darwin’s understanding of the way 
evolution actually works, and Watson and Crick’s 
breakthrough discoveries about the structure of 
DNA--can change the world. We also need insights 

into the everyday things that frustrate and confuse us so that we 
can more effectively solve problems and get things done. Yet we 
know very little about when, why, or how insights are formed--or 
what blocks them. In “Seeing What Others Don’t,” renowned cogni-
tive psychologist Gary Klein unravels the mystery. AVAILABLE NOW

Italian Ways by Tim Parks
Parks delivers a charming and funny portrait of 
Italian ways by riding its trains, and as he journeys 
through majestic Milano Centrale station or on the 
newest high-speed rail line, he delivers a uniquely 
insightful portrait of Italy. Through memorable 

encounters with ordinary Italians--conductors and ticket collectors, 
priests and prostitutes, scholars and lovers, gypsies and immigrants-
-Parks captures what makes Italian life distinctive: an obsession with 
speed but an acceptance of slower, older ways. AVAILABLE NOW

Pu Pu Hot Pot by Ben Brusey
There is only one thing to look for in a restaurant; a 
secret hidden in the pages of this laugh-out loud book. 
Ben Brusey has scoured the globe from Sunderland 
to Majorca to find the world’s best-named restau-
rants, bars, and cafes. Why eat at the John Dory 

Oyster Bar when you can frequent New Cod on the Block or get some 
gangsta Thai food at Pho Shizzle? So, open wide for a culinary tour 
guaranteed to leave you hungry and laughing. AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

101 Things I learned in 
Engineering School by  
Matthew Frederick & John Kuprenas
Exploring questions from the simple to the 

profound, such as: Why shouldn’t soldiers march across a 
bridge? Why do buildings want to float and cars want to fly? 
What is the difference between thinking systemically and 
thinking systematically? Probing real-world examples to show 
how the engineer’s way of thinking can-and sometimes cannot-
inform our understanding of how things work, this informative 
resource for students, general readers, and even experienced 
engineers, explores many provocative new insights into familiar 
principles. AVAILABLE NOW

101 Things I learned in 
Law School by Vibeke Norgaard 
Martin & Matthew Frederick 
From the structure of the court system to the 

mysteries of human motivation, 101 Things I Learned in Law 
School reveals the intricacies of the legal world through ques-
tions big and small: What is foreseeability? How can a hostile 
witness help one’s case? How is legal argument different from 
other forms of argument? What is the difference between hon-
esty and truthfulness? Written by an experienced attorney and 
law instructor, and disarmingly presented in a unique format this 
is an invaluable resource for everyone. AVAILABLE NOW



1 3:00 PM · Alameda · 1344 Park Street · 
510-522-2226

Alameda Story Time proudly presents Cecil 
Castellucci sharing Odd Duck, an adorable 
picture book about the friendship of Theo-
dora and Chad, two ducks who do things 
differently, but that doesn’t make them odd, 
just normal and with flare.

2 2:00 PM · Burlingame ·  
1375 Burlingame Ave · 650-685-4911

A writer for the San Francisco Chronicle’s 
parenting blog “The Poop” and a stay-at-
home dad, Michael Adamick is an expert on 
DIY activities and his book Dad’s Book of Awe-
some Projects is packed with over twenty-five 
projects that are sure to entertain everyone 
in the family and make them say “TV? Why?”

7:00 PM · Alameda · 1344 Park Street · 
510-522-2226

Jan-Philipp Sendker shares The Art of Hearing 
Heartbeats. When Julia’s father disappears, 
the only trace of him she and her mother 
can find is a letter, written years ago, to a 
woman in Burma they’ve never heard of. So 
begins Julia’s journey to a new country and 
discoveries of the power of love.

3 7:30 PM · SF · Nourse Theater ·  
275 Hayes Street · 415-392-4400

City Arts and Lectures presents women’s 
rights activist and founder of Ms. Magazine, 
Gloria Steinem, in conversation with Letty 
Cottin Pogrebin, author of How to Be a Friend to 
a Friend Who’s Sick.

4 7:00 PM · Berkeley · 1760 4th Street · 
510-525-7777

A member of Mystery Writers of America 
and Sisters in Crime, Robert K. Lewis shares 
Untold Damage. When former undercover 
cop Mark Mallen awakens from a haze of 
heroin he finds himself the prime suspect in 
the murder of his best friend from the acad-
emy. As if solving a murder isn’t challenging 
enough, first Mark must get clean, and 
escape those thugs who want him dead.

7:30 PM · SF · Nourse Theater ·  
275 Hayes Street · 415-392-4400

City Arts and Lectures presents Helen E. 
Fisher, PhD, author of The First Sex: The 
Natural Talents of Women and How They Are 
Changing the World, in conversation with 
Michael Krasny.

5 7:30 PM · SF · The Castro · 2275 
Market St · 415-864-6777

An editor of the UK’s Phoenix magazine, 
Abigail Tarttelin shares Golden Boy, a riveting 
coming-of-age story of a family in crisis as 
their façade as an effortlessly excellent unit 
crumbles around them when their biggest 
secret is revealed.

6:00 PM · SF · Laurel Village ·  
3515 California St · 415-221-3666

Pajama Party at Laurel Village!  Put on your 
Jammies and join the party!  Literary 
Mamas will be here to read stories and take 
part in the fun.  Visit www.literarymama.
com for details!

7:00 PM · Berkeley · 1760 4th Street ·  
510-525-7777

Join us for Women Writing Their Lives, a 
panel reading and discussion of the art of 
the memoir with two experts. President of 
the California Writers Club, Marin branch, 
Linda Joy Myers shares Don’t Call Me Mother, 
and Professor Emerita in Women and Gen-
der Studies at U.C. Davis, Judith Newton
shares Tasting Home: Coming of Age in the 
Kitchen. 

7:00 PM · Alameda · 1344 Park Street · 
510-522-2226

Alameda Island Poets and Writers with 
Nanette Bradley Deetz.

7:00 PM · Mountain View · 301 Castro St · 
650-428-1234

And you thought your family was different. 
New York Times bestselling author Karen 
Joy Fowler shares We Are All Completely Beside 
Ourselves, the novel of a middle class, Middle 
American family that is ordinary in every 
way, except one: they raised a chimpanzee 
as one of their daughters.

7:30 PM · SF · Nourse Theater · 
275 Hayes Street · 415-392-4400

City Arts and Lectures presents Temple 
Grandin, author of The Autistic Brain: Thinking 
Across the Spectrum, in conversation with 
Adam Savage.

6 7:30 PM · SF · The Castro · 2275 
Market St · 415-864-6777

Angus Whyte shares After-Dinner Tales, a 
collection of stories recalling his time travel-
ling the world, from Austria to the Congo 
Republic, to France and New York, Whyte’s 
stories of varying jobs and destinations are 
full of adventure and beauty.

7:00 PM · SF · Opera Plaza · 601 Van Ness · 
415-776-1111

Edited by Emmy Award-winning writer, actress, 
producer, director, and stand-up comic Henriette 
Mantel, Books Inc. proudly presents a panel 
reading of No Kidding: Women Writers on Bypassing 
Motherhood, a hilarious, compelling, and inspir-
ing collection of essays revealing perspectives 
too long hidden, shamed, and silenced. Readers 
include: Andrea Carla Michaels, Bernadette Luckett, 
Maureen Langan, Cindy Caponera, and Sue Kolinsky.

7:00 PM · Burlingame ·  
1375 Burlingame Ave · 650-685-4911

Monica Wesolowska shares her poignant memoir, 
Holding Silvan: A Brief Life, a page-turning testimony to 
the power of love and a reflection on profound loss.

7 7:00 PM · SF · The Marina ·  
2251 Chestnut St · 415-931-3633

Learn the story of the oldest trophy in Ameri-
can sports, the America’s Cup, with Julian 
Guthrie, sharing The Billionaire and the Mechanic. 
A gripping look at Oracle CEO, Larry Ellison, 
and mechanic, Norbert Bajurin’s team effort 
in one of the most hotly contested races in the 
world. Don’t forget your cameras, the Ameri-
ca’s Cup Trophy will be on display at this event! 

7:30 PM · SF · The Castro · 2275 Market St · 
415-864-6777

Wash away those jitters and prepare to face 
fear head-on with Susan Schorn, author of Smile 
at Strangers. Full of candid humor, this double-
blackbelt-holding author shares practical--and 
often counterintuitive--lessons about safety, 
self defense, and the art of letting go of fear.

4:30 PM · Alameda · 1344 Park Street · 
510-522-2226

Join us for a special story time with John 
Rocco, sharing Super Hair-O and the Barber of 
Doom. When Rocco is forced to get a haircut he 
loses all his superpowers and begins his quest 
to gain them back, short hairs and all.

7:00 PM · Berkeley · 1760 4th Street ·  
510-525-7777

A leading practitioner in the field of privacy and 
data security, Christopher Wolf exposes the threat 
of unregulated bigotry and hate on the Internet 
and what we as a citizenry can do to stop it with his 
book Viral Hate: Containing Its Spread On the Internet.

8 10:30 AM · SF · The Castro · 2275 
Market St · 415-864-6777

Join us for a very special story time with a 
reading of And Tango Makes Three by Justin 
Richardson, the heartwarming, true story of 
two male penguins at the Central Park Zoo 
who built a nest and hatched a chick together. 
Members of the cast of “Birds of a Feather,” 
a play based on these two adorable penguins, 
will be running from May 17th to June 29th at 
the New Conservatory Theatre Center.

1:00 PM · Alameda · 1344 Park Street ·  
510-522-2226

Join us for a delightful event featuring the 
winners of Stagebridge Senior Theater’s 18th 
Annual Grandparent’s Tales Contest for My 
Grandparents’ Story. Each winning child will 
share a story their grandparents have shared 
with them. A portion of sales from this event 
will be donated to Stagebridge.

9 5:00 PM · Berkeley · 1760 4th Street · 
510-525-7777

Celebrate the start of brand new children’s 
publisher Creston Books, with publisher 
and editor-in-chief Marissa Moss! With a 
debut list slated for Fall 2013 Creston Books 
will soon be serving up a broad range of 
quality picture books, so keep an eye out!

10 7:00 PM · SF · Opera Plaza ·  
601 Van Ness · 415-776-1111

Not Your Mother’s Book Club™ very 
proudly presents the wonderful and tal-
ented Sarah Dessen, sharing her newest 
book The Moon and More, the perfect summer 
read full of romance and empowerment. For 
your tickets call our Opera Plaza location or 
visit us online at www.booksinc.net.

7:00 PM · Palo Alto · Town & Country  
Village · 650-321-0600

Edited by Emmy Award-winning writer, 
actress, producer, director, and stand-up 
comic Henriette Mantel, Books Inc. proudly 
presents a panel reading of No Kidding: 
Women Writers on Bypassing Motherhood, a 
hilarious, compelling, and inspiring collec-
tion of essays revealing perspectives too 
long hidden, shamed, and silenced. Readers 
include: Andrea Carla Michaels and Maureen 
Langan.

11 7:00 PM · SF · Opera Plaza ·  
601 Van Ness · 415-776-1111

Let the YA games begin. Join us for a dual 
launch party featuring Corina Vacco, author 
of My Chemical Mountain, a fierce and mes-
merizing story of teenage eco-warriors 
fighting for change in their small town, 
and Stephanie Keuhn, author of Charm and 
Strange, the compelling story of Andrew 
Winston Winters’ war within his own mind 
and soul.

ALAMEDA
1344 Park Street · 

510.522.2226

BERKELEY
1760 4th Street · 

510.525.7777

BURLINGAME
1375 Burlingame Ave · 

650.685.4911

MOUNTAIN VIEW
301 Castro St · 
650.428.1234

PALO ALTO 
Town & Country Vil-
lage · 650.321.0600

SAN FRANCISCO
Opera Plaza · 601 Van 

Ness · 415.776.1111
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SAN FRANCISCO
The Castro · 2275  

Market St · 415.864.6777

SAN FRANCISCO
The  Marina · 2251 Chest-

nut St · 415.931.3633

SAN FRANCISCO
Laurel Village · 3515 Cal-
ifornia St · 415.221.3666

SFO
bzinc · Terminal 3   

· 650.244.0615

SFO
COMPASS BOOKS ·  

Terminal 3 · 650.244.0610

SFO
COMPASS BOOKS ·  

Terminal 2 · 650.821.9299 

7:30 PM · SF · The Castro · 2275 Market St · 
415-864-6777

Seth Lerer shares Prospero’s Son: Life, Books, 
Love, and Theater, a richly layered memoir 
reflecting on the complicated relationships 
held between fathers and sons and the 
transformative power that words, books, 
art, and performance can have, not only on 
these relationships, but life as a whole.

7:00 PM · Berkeley · 1760 4th Street ·  
510-525-7777

#1 New York Times bestselling author, and 
a blogger for mentalfloss.com, Ransom Riggs 
celebrates the paperback release of Miss 
Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children, a spine-
tingling thriller that perfectly straddles 
fantasy and reality and is complete with 
haunting illustrations and artwork.

12 7:00 PM · SF · The Marina ·  
2251 Chestnut St · 415-931-3633

Join us for happy hour! Remember the 
days when you got to relax while a story 
was read to you, not by you? Who says now 
that you’re an adult that had to end? Three 
of our amazing staffers will each read a 
favorite short story by a different author 
centered around the theme of home. So 
come out and join us for Happy Hour Stories!

8:00 PM · SF · The Castro · 2275 Market St · 
415-864-6777

A contributing editor for Vanity Fair 
magazine, journalist David Margolick shares 
Dreadful: The Short Life and Gay Times of John 
Horne Burns, a fascinating exploration of 
Burns’ brief and controversial life coupled 
with a look at the pressures of being gay in 
mid-twentieth-century America.

7:00 PM · Alameda · 1344 Park Street · 
510-522-2226

Eli Brown shares Cinnamon and Gunpowder, 
a vividly re-imagined telling of the tale of 
Scheherazade. The year is 1819 and chef 
Owen Wedgwood has been kidnapped 
by the pirate Mad Hannah Mabbot. Her 
demand: Owen must create an exquisite 
meal for her every Sunday using their lim-
ited ingredients.

7:00 PM · Berkeley · 1760 4th Street ·  
510-525-7777

Investigative journalist and New York 
Times best-selling writer, Jo Robinson 
explains how we can reclaim the nutritional 
power of fruits and vegetables that have 
been lost through 400 years of farming with 
her book Eating on the Wild Side: The Missing 
Link to Optimum Health.

13 7:30 PM · SF · The Castro · 2275 
Market St · 415-864-6777

Join us for a panel reading celebrating Pride 
Month and the publications of local press, 
Manic D. Headliner Daniel LaVesque will 
lead the way for a wide array of styles by 
the likes of Justin Chin, Alvin Orloff, Larry-
Bob Roberts, Thea Hillman, Daphne Gottlieb, 
Michelle Tea, and Stephanie Rosenbaum. 
Refreshments will be served.

7:00 PM · Berkeley · 1760 4th Street ·  
510-525-7777

Journalist Daniel Smith discusses anxiety’s 
demonic layers and self-destructive absur-
dities with his illuminating, evocative, and at 
times humorous, memoir Monkey Mind. 

19 7:00 PM · SF · Opera Plaza ·  
601 Van Ness · 415-776-1111

Jen Sincero, bestselling author of Straight 
Girl’s Guide to Sleeping With Chicks and suc-
cess coach who has helped countless people 
will discuss her latest book,  You Are a 
Badass: How to Stop Doubting Your Greatness 
and Start Living an Awesome Life. 

20 7:00 PM · SF · The Marina ·  
2251 Chestnut St · 415-931-3633

Let Cathleen Peck guide your next walk 
through this lovely city of ours with PowerHik-
ing San Francisco, featuring twelve walks of 
varying difficulty, this handy book is great for 
the casual or avid walker both young and old.

7:30 PM · SF · The Castro · 2275 Market St · 
415-864-6777

Join us for a reading full of romance and 
adventure as Mark Abramson shares, Love 
Rules, number seven in the Beach Reading 
mystery series. With his partner, Nick, tra-
versing Europe on a book tour, Tim Snow 
is home pondering the rules of monogamy. 
Meanwhile, local businesses in the Castro 
are desperate to identify a pair of masked 
robbers preying on their neighborhood.

6:30 PM · SF · World Affairs Council ·  
312 Sutter Street #200 · 415-293-4600

The World Affairs Council presents Michael 
Levi, author of The Power Surge: Energy, 
Opportunity, and the Battle for America’s Future.

21 7:00 PM · Alameda · 1344 Park 
Street · 510-522-2226

Books Inc. in Alameda is proud to host the 
book launch of  joSon’s vibrant book of pho-
tography, Intimate Portrait of Nature. From 
life as a teenage monk in Asia to a world-
travelling, world-class photographer, joSon’s 
images perfectly capture the beauty and 
wonder of life with meditative discipline.

22 11:00 AM · SF · The Marina ·  
2251 Chestnut St · 415-931-3633

Oh My Gosh! Story Time is turning FIVE and we 
want YOU to celebrate with us at our party! 
We’ll have stories to tell, crafts to make, cake to 
eat, and fun as far as the eyes can see. Join us!!!

11:00 AM · SF · The Castro · 2275 Market St · 
415-864-6777

What could be better than being read to by 
roalty? SF Queen, Mutha, will be reading some 
of her very favorite books for tots during 
America’s first DRAG STORY TIME! So come 
celebrate Mutha’s Day in June, with Pride that 
parents and kids can share together. (Ages 3-7)  

23 2:00 PM · SF · The Chapel · 777 
Valencia St · 415-551-5157

Yay, Carl Hiaasen has done it again! Join us 
for a very special celebration of his latest 
zany Floridian adventure, Bad Monkey. This 
exciting event will be held in conversation 
with Christopher Moore! Yep, that’s right 
- prepare yourself for an awesome author 
evening. This is a ticketed event and a copy 
of Bad Monkey is included in the price. Tick-
ets are available at www.booksinc.net and 
any of our Books Inc. locations.

24 7:00 PM · Belmont Library ·  
1110 Alameda De Las Pulgas · 
650-591-8286

The Belmont Library presents Jami Atten-
berg, author of The Middlesteins.

25 7:00 PM · SF · The Marina ·  
2251 Chestnut St · 415-931-3633

Join us for a dual author event featuring 
Ramsey Hootman sharing Courting Greta, an 
unconventional, smart, and touching novel 
of unlikely romance. Joining her will be Lisa 
Brackmann, sharing Hour of the Rat, a fast-paced 
thriller set among the beauty of China’s popu-
lar hiking destination, Yangshuo County.

27 7:00 PM · SF · Opera Plaza ·  
601 Van Ness · 415-776-1111

Books Inc. presents a Mystery Night full of 
murder and magic with bestselling authors 
Daryl Wood Gerber, sharing Final Sentence, Kate 
Carlisle, sharing A Cookbook Conspiracy, and 
Juliet Blackwell, sharing Tarnished and Torn.

7:00 PM · Alameda · 1344 Park Street ·  
510-522-2226

Let David Mezzapelle help you find the silver 
lining to every cloud with Contagious Opti-
mism, a compendium of encouragement 
packed real-life examples of how to overcome 
personal hardships and lead a life full of hope.

7:00 PM · Berkeley · 1760 4th Street ·  
510-525-7777

Tara Ison shares her latest novel, Rockaway, a 
novel of coming-of-age a little later than planned. 
When Sarah, a painter from Southern Califor-
nia, is given the opportunity to have an art show 
in New York she heads there full of artistic opti-
mism, and finds more than she bargained for.

28 7:00 PM · Alameda · 1344 Park 
Street · 510-522-2226

Books Inc. Alameda presents a panel reading with 
two books that explore the many forms of love 
and the ups and downs that come with opening 
your heart, with the fouth installment of the A Few 
Good Women Series featuring local authors Kristin 
McCloy, author of Hollywood Savage, and Ellen Plot-
kin Mulholland, author of This Girl Climbs Trees.
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The Wonder Bread Summer
by Jessica Anya Blau
It’s 1983 in Berkeley, California. Twenty-year-old 
Allie Dodgson is a straitlaced college student 
working part-time at a dress shop to make ends 
meet. But when the shop turns out to be a front 

for a dangerous drug-dealing business, Allie finds herself on 
the lam, speeding toward Los Angeles in her best friend’s Pre-
lude with a Wonder Bread bag full of cocaine riding shotgun 
and a hit man named Vice Versa on her tail. AVAILABLE NOW

Taipei by Tao Lin
Following Paul from New York, where he comi-
cally navigates Manhattan’s art and literary 
scenes, to Taipei, Taiwan, where he confronts his 
family’s roots, we see one relationship fail, while 
another is born on the internet and blooms into 
an unexpected wedding in Las Vegas. Along the 

way movies are made with laptop cameras, massive amounts of 
drugs are ingested, and two young lovers come to learn what it 
means to share themselves completely. AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

Three Lives of Tomomi Ishi-
kawa by Benjamin Constable
What writer Benjamin Constable needs is a 
real-life adventure wilder than his rampant 
imagination. And who better to shake up his 
comfortable Englishman-in-Paris routine than 

the enigmatic Tomomi “Butterfly” Ishikawa, who has just sent 
a cryptic suicide note? Heartbroken, confused, and accompa-
nied by an imaginary cat, Ben embarks upon a scavenger hunt 
leading to charming and unexpected spaces, from the hidden 
alleys of Paris to the cobblestone streets of New York City. 
AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

City of Bohane by Kevin Barry
Years in the future; the once-great city of 
Bohane on the west coast of Ireland is on its 
knees, infested by vice and split along tribal 
lines. For years it has all been under the control 
of Logan Hartnett, the godfather of the Hart-
nett Fancy gang. But there’s trouble in the air. 

They say Hartnett’s old nemesis is back in town; his trusted 
henchmen are getting ambitious; and his missus wants him to 
give it all up and go straight. AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

The Neruda Case
by Roberto Ampuero
Published for the first time in English, The Ner-
uda Case introduces readers to the private eye 
Cayetano. Set against the fraught political world 
of pre-Pinochet Chile, Castro’s Cuba, and perilous 

behind-the-Wall East Berlin, this evocative and romantic thriller 
features one of literature’s most beloved figures--Pablo Neruda. 
Ampuero’s novel is both a glimpse into the life of Pablo Neruda 
as death approaches and a political thriller that unfolds during 
the fiercely convulsive end of an era. AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

Shadow and Night
by Deborah Harkness
Picking up from A Discovery of Witches cliff-
hanger ending, Shadow of Night plunges Diana 
and Matthew into Elizabethan London, a world 
of spies, subterfuge, and a coterie of Matthew’s 
old friends, the mysterious School of Night 

that includes Christopher Marlowe and Walter Raleigh. Here, 
Diana must locate a witch to tutor her in magic, Matthew is 
forced to confront a past he thought he had put to rest, and the 
mystery of Ashmole 782 deepens. AVAILABLE NOW

A Hologram for the King
by Dave Eggers
In a rising Saudi Arabian city, a struggling busi-
nessman pursues a last-ditch attempt to stave 
off foreclosure, pay his daughter’s college tuition, 
and finally do something great.  A Hologram for 

the King takes readers around the world to show how one man 
fights to hold himself and his splintering family together in the 
face of the global economy’s gale-force winds. This is a powerful 
evocation of our contemporary moment -- and a moving story 
of how we got here. AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

Three Strong Women
by Marie Ndiaye
This is the story of three women who say no: 
Norah, a French-born lawyer who finds herself 
in Senegal at her estranged father’s request; 
Fanta, who leaves a modest life in Dakar to fol-

low her white boyfriend to France; and Khady, a widow put out 
by her husband’s family. With stunning emotional exactitude, 
Three Strong Women shows how ordinary women discover 
unimagined reserves of strength, even as their humanity is 
chipped away. AVAILABLE NOW

The Receptionist by Janet Groth
In 1957, when a young Midwestern woman landed 
a job at The New Yorker, she didn’t expect to stay 
long at the reception desk. But stay she did, and for 
twenty-one years she had the best seat in the house. 
In addition to taking messages, she ran interfer-
ence for jealous wives checking on adulterous 

husbands, drank with famous writers at watering holes throughout 
Greenwich Village, and was seduced, two-timed, and proposed to 
by a few of the magazine’s eccentric luminaries. AVAILABLE NOW
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The Astronaut Wives Club
by Lily Koppel
Annie Glenn, with her picture-perfect marriage, 
was the envy of the other wives; platinum-blonde 
Rene Carpenter was proclaimed JFK’s favorite; 
and licensed pilot Trudy Cooper arrived on base 

with a secret. Together with the other wives they formed the 
Astronaut Wives Club, meeting regularly to provide support 
and friendship. Friends for more than fifty years now, here is 
the real story of the women who stood beside some of the big-
gest heroes in American history. AVAILABLE JUNE 11TH

The Deserters by Charles Glass
The Deserters moves beyond the false extremes 
of courage and cowardice to reveal the true 
experience of the Allied soldier in World War II. 
Renowned journalist Charles Glass’s meticulously 
researched, deeply revelatory and unforgettable 
story deals with ordinary men struggling to fulfill 

the vast and contradictory expectations imposed upon them. 
With gripping narrative The Deserters weaves together the lives 
of forgotten servicemen even as it overturns the assumptions 
and prejudices of an era. AVAILABLE JUNE 13TH

To Move the World
by Jeffrey D. Sachs
Mankind, argued Kennedy, could bring a new 
peace into reality through a bold vision combined 
with concrete and practical measures. Using his 
great gifts of persuasion Kennedy convinced a 

skeptical world that cooperation with the superpowers was realis-
tic and necessary with the passing of the 1963 Partial Nuclear Test 
Ban Treaty. In this landmark book, Sachs shows how Kennedy 
opened the eyes of the world to the possibilities of peace between 
the United States and the Soviet Union. AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

Fairyland by Alysia Abbott
At the age of two, Alysia Abbot’s bisexual father, 
Steve, relocated the two of them to San Fran-
cisco where he threw the two of them into the 
vibrant cultural scene of the gay revolution. 
As Alysia got older and the AIDS epidemic 
struck, she found a normal life in New York; 

until her father revealed he was sick with AIDS. Suddenly, 
Alysia was faced with choosing between caring for her father 
or continuing the independent life she worked so hard to earn. 
AVAILABLE NOW

The Faraway Nearby
by Rebecca Solnit
Rebecca Solnit explores the ways we make our 
lives out of stories, and how we are connected 
by empathy, by narrative, by imagination. 
In the course of unpacking some of her own 

stories Solnit revisits fairytales and entertains other stories: 
about warmth and coldness, pain and kindness, decay and 
transformation. Woven together, these stories create a map 
which charts the boundaries and territories of storytelling, 
reframing who each of us is and how we might tell our story. 
AVAILABLE JUNE 13TH

Bootstrapper
by Mardi Jo Link
2005 - Mardi Jo and her husband of nineteen 
years have just called it quits. More broke than 
ever, Link resolves to hang on to her farmhouse 
and continue to raise her three boys on well 

water, wood chopping, and dirt. With an infectious optimism, 
Link tells how she holds on to her sons, saves the farm from 
foreclosure, and finds her way back to a life of richness and 
meaning on the land she loves. AVAILABLE JUNE 11TH

American Gun by Chris Kyle
At the time of his tragic death in February 2013, 
former Navy SEAL Chris Kyle, the top sniper in 
U.S. military history, was finishing his work writ-
ing America’s history through the lens of ten 
firearms. American Gun is a fascinating epic full 
of unforgettable characters, bravery, invention, 

and sacrifice. It is also the story of how firearms innovation, 
creativity, and industrial genius have constantly pushed Ameri-
can history--and power--forward.  AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

The Boys in the Boat
by Daniel James Brown
Brown tells the story of the University of Wash-
ington’s 1936 eight-oar crew and their epic 
quest for an Olympic gold medal. Drawing on 
the boys’ own diaries and journals, their photos 

and memories of a once-in-a-lifetime shared dream, The Boys 
in the Boat is an irresistible story about beating the odds and 
finding hope in the most desperate of times--the improbable, 
intimate story of nine working-class boys from the Ameri-
can west who showed the world what true grit really meant. 
AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

Revolutionary Summer
by Joseph J. Ellis
Summer, 1776 - While the thirteen colonies came 
together and agreed to secede from the British 
Empire, the British were dispatching the larg-
est armada ever to cross the Atlantic to crush 

the rebellion in the cradle. The Continental Congress and the 
Continental Army were forced to make decisions on the run. 
Weaving together the political and military experiences as two 
sides of a single story, Ellis seamlessly shows how events on one 
front influenced outcomes on the other. AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH
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ALAMEDA

11  Tuesday · 7:00 PM
Alameda’s Young Adult Book 
Club (ages 13+) will meet.

12Wednesday · 7:00 PM
The Neptune Garden Book 
Club will discuss Seriously. 

. . I’m Kidding by Ellen Degeneres.

20 Thursday · 7:00 PM
The Big Yes Society 
Discussion Group will dis-

cuss Contagious Optimism: Uplifting 
Stories and Motivational Advice for 
Positive Forward Thinking by David 
Mezzapelle.

21 Friday · 5:00 PM
The Our Parents Made 
Us Do This Book Club will 

discuss book two in the Septimus 
Heap series, Flyte by Angie Sage.

27 Thursday · 7:00 PM
The Desert Island Book 
Club will discuss The Div-

ing Pool by Yoko Ogawa.

28Friday · 5:00 PM
The Magical Tales Of 
Adventurous Children 

Book Club (ages 8-10) will meet.

30 Sunday · 2:00 PM
The B.G.P. Social Network 
Book Society (ages 16 & 

up) will discuss Sammy & Juliana in 
Hollywood by Benjamin Alire Sáenz.

BERKELEY

1 Saturday · 9:30 AM
The First Saturday Book Club 
will discusss Cloud Atlas by 

David Mitchell.

BURLINGAME

13 Thursday · 7:00 PM
The Recommended By A 
Stranger Book Club will 

discuss The Buddha in the Attic by 
Julie Otsuka.

27 Thursday · 7:00 PM
The Healthy Lives Book 
Group will discuss Lots 

of Candles, Plenty of Cake by Anna 
Quindlen.

LAUREL VILLAGE

2Sunday · 1:00 PM 
The Adventurous Readers Club 
will discuss Through the Sky-

light by Ian Baucom.

4 Tuesday · 7:00 PM 
The Women We’d Like To Lunch 
With Book Club will discuss 

Arcadia by Lauren Groff.

18Tuesday · 7:00 PM
The Foreign Intrigue Book 
Club will discuss Hotel 

Bosphorus by Esmahan Aykol.

26 Wednesday · 6:00 PM
The Young At Heart Book 
Club will discuss Ask the 

Passengers by A.S. King.

*
Thursdays · 3:30 PM
The BOOK BITES: Tasty 
Tales in Twenty read aloud 

series meets at 3:30 every Thurs-
day and reads stories for newly 
independent readers (ages 6-8).

MOUNTAIN VIEW

10 Monday · 7:30 PM
The Broken Compass 
Adventure Book Club will 

meet.

11Tuesday · 7:00 PM
The Politically Inspired 
Book Club will discuss The 

Rebellious Life of Mrs. Rosa Parks by 
Jeanne Theoharis.

16 Sunday · 5:00 PM
Night Of The Living Book 
Club will meet.

24 Monday · 7:00 PM
The Hands On Bay Area 
Book Club will discuss 

Turn Right at Machu Picchu: Rediscov-
ering the Lost City One Step at a Time 
by Mark Adams.

OPERA PLAZA

8 Saturday · 10:00 AM
The Second Saturday Book 
Club will discuss The Paris Wife 

by Paula McLain.

9 Sunday · 6:00 PM
The Modern Lit Book  
Club will discuss Varamo by 

César Aira.

23 Sunday · 11:00 AM
The World Affairs Council 
Book Club will discuss The 

White Man’s Burde: Why the West’s 
Efforts to Aid the Rest Have Done So 
Much Ill and So Little Good by William 
Easterly.

PALO ALTO

9 Sunday · 6:00 pM
The Speculative Fiction Book 
Group will discuss In the Gar-

den of Iden by Kage Baker.

11Tuesday · 6:00 PM 
The Book Busters Middle 
Reader Book Club (ages 9-

12) will discuss Singing the Dogstar 
Blues by Alison Goodman.

17 Monday · 6:00 pM
The NYM-Actual-Book Club
(ages 14+) will discuss Ask 

the Passengers by A.S. King.

25Tuesday · 7:00 pM
The Fourth Tuesday 
(Margie’s) Book Club will 

discuss Seating Arrangements by 
Maggie Shipstead.

THE CASTRO

12 Wednesday · 5:30 PM
The SFLGBT Book Club 
will discuss The Stranger’s 

Child by Alan Hollinghurst.

19 Wednesday · 6:30 PM
The Central SF Classic 
Lit Book Club will discuss 

Pere Goriot by Honoré de Balzac. 

THE MARINA

5Wednesday · 6:00 PM
The San Francisco Travel Book 
Club and Lecture Series will 

discuss Better Than Fiction: True 
Travel Tales by Great Fiction Writers
edited by Don George.

16 Sunday · 2:00 PM
The SF Business Book 
Club will discuss Great by 

Choice: Uncertainty, Chaos, and Luck-
-Why Some Thrive Despite Them All 
by Jim Collins.

18Tuesday · 7:00 PM
The Cooks & Books Book 
Club will discuss Extra Vir-

ginity: The Sublime and Scandalous 
World of Olive Oil by Tom Mueller.

26Wednesday · 7:30 PM
Classics I Forgot To Read 
will discuss A Town Like 

Alice by Nevil Shute.
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Kingdom of Strangers
by Zoe Ferraris
A secret grave is unearthed in the desert reveal-
ing the bodies of 19 women and the shock that a 
serial killer has been operating in Jeddah for more 
than a decade. However, lead inspector Ibrahim 

Zahrani is distracted by a mystery closer to home. His mistress 
has suddenly disappeared, but he cannot report her missing since 
adultery is punishable by death. AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

One Last Thing Before I Go
by Jonathan Tropper
Drew Silver has begun to accept that life isn’t 
going to turn out as he expected. So when he 
learns that he requires emergency life-saving 
heart surgery, he makes the radical decision 

to refuse the operation, choosing instead to spend what time 
he has left to become a better man and live in the moment. 
AVAILABLE NOW

In the Shadow of the  
Banyan Tree by Vaddey Ratner
For seven-year-old Raami, childhood ends with 
the return of her father bringing details of the 
civil war in Cambodia’s capital and soon the fam-
ily’s world of royal privilege is swept up in the 

chaos of revolution. Over the next four years, Raami clings to 
the mythical legends and poems told to her by her father while 
fighting for her improbable survival. AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

Flight Behavior
by Barbara Kingsolver
Dellarobia Turnbow is a restless wife who, 
after a decade of domestic disharmony on 
a failing farm, seeks momentary escape 
through flirtation with a younger man. On her 

way to their tryst she encounters a valley filled with a lake of 
fire sparking her community, and the nation, to uncover the 
mystery behind the miracle. AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH

Mission to Paris by Alan Furst
1938 - Hollywood star Fredric Stahl is travel-
ling to Paris to make a movie. The Nazis know 
he’s coming--a secret bureau within the Reich 
has been waging political warfare against 
France, and Fredric is a perfect agent of influ-
ence. What they don’t know is that he’s also 

part of an informal American spy service. AVAILABLE JUNE 
4TH

The End of Your Life Book 
Club by Will Schwalbe
During her treatment for cancer, Mary Anne 
Schwalbe and her son Will spent many hours 
sitting in waiting rooms together. To pass the 
time, they would talk about the books they 

were reading. Once, by chance, they read the same book at 
the same time--and an informal book club of two was born. 
AVAILABLE JUNE 4TH
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1 3:00 PM · Alameda · 1344 Park Street · 
510-522-2226

Alameda Story Time proudly presents Cecil 
Castelucci sharing her new picture book Odd 
Duck. Odd Duck is the adorable story of friends, 
Theodora and Chad. These two may do things 
differently, but that doesn’t make them odd 
— it just makes them normal with FLARE.

5 6:00 PM · SF · Laurel Village · 
3515 California St · 415-221-3666

Pajama Party at Laurel Village! Put on your 
Jammies and join the party! Literary Mamas 
will be here to read stories and take part in the 
fun. Visit www.literarymama.com for details!

7 4:30 PM · Alameda · 1344 Park Street · 
510-522-2226

Join us for a special story time with John 
Rocco, sharing Super Hair-O and the Barber of 
Doom. When Rocco is forced to get a haircut 
he loses all his superpowers and begins his 
quest to gain them back, short hairs and all.

8 1:00 PM · Alameda · 1344 Park Street · 
510-522-2226

Join us for a delightful event featuring the 
winners of Stagebridge Senior Theater’s 18th 
Annual Grandparent’s Tales Contest for My 
Grandparents’ Story. Each winning child will 
share a story their grandparents have shared 
with them. A portion of sales from this event 
will be donated to Stagebridge.

9 5:00 PM · Berkeley · 1760 4th Street · 
510-525-7777

Celebrate the start of brand new children’s 
publisher Creston Books, with publisher and 
editor-in-chief Marissa Moss! With a debut list 
slated for Fall 2013 Creston Books will soon 
be serving up a broad range of quality picture 
books, so keep an eye out!

11 7:00 PM · SF · Opera Plaza · 
601 Van Ness · 415-776-1111

Let the YA games begin. Join us for a dual 
launch party featuring Corina Vacco, author 
of My Chemical Mountain, a fi erce and mesmer-
izing story of teenage eco-warriors fi ghting 
for change in their small town, and Stephanie 
Keuhn, author of Charm and Strange, the com-
pelling story of Andrew Winston Winters’ war 
within his own mind and soul.

22 11:00 AM · SF · The Marina · 
2251 Chestnut St · 415-931-3633

Oh My Gosh! Story Time is turning FIVE 
and we want YOU to celebrate with us at 
our party! We’ll have stories to tell, crafts to 
make, cake to eat, and fun as far as the eyes 
can see. Join us!!!

Kids Events

Have a Very SARAH Summer!
We love Sarah Dessen. Her books are true, and beautiful, and 
always, always PERFECT for summer! So this year, for the entire 
month of June, you can . . .

BUY TWO 
Sarah Dessen books, 
and GET ONE FREE!

And don’t forget to come out and meet the wonderfully talented 
Sarah Dessen! This is a ticketed event, but the savvy customer will 
note that the ticket (which includes a copy of her newest book, The 
Moon and More) would count as one book in this promotion! Buy one 
more, get one free and have them ALL SIGNED at our event! 

June 10th · 7 PM · SF · Opera Plaza 
601 Van Ness ·  415-776-1111 

Ages 12+

Get Served! 
Embrace your favorite meal with your favorite superhero, LUNCH 
LADY! School may be out, but you can still get down with some hilar-
ious and exciting hijinks with Lunch Lady and the kids of Thompson 
Brook Elementary school--For the entire month of June, Books Inc. 
is offering a . . . 

BUY TWO get ONE 
FREE deal on ALL 

Lunch Lady books!

For those who are counting, that’s three servings of awesome.  If you 
don’t already know the Lunch Lady series by Jarrett J. Krosoczka, this 
summer is the perfect chance to catch up with her in such thrilling 
adventures as:  Lunch Lady and the League of Librarians, or Lunch Lady 
and the Mutant Mathletes! 

Ages 7-12

is offering a . . . 

I pledge to seize these epic books,

in my favorite BOOKS INC. location, 
which is in America,

and to seize the SUMMER 
(for it is awesome),

one summer, full of books,
with liberty and great reads for all!

Carpe Librum!

Seize the summer, and seize the book with Books Inc.! 
These books were all especially selected by a select committee 

of awesome indie booksellers (this one included) for 
utter awesomeness, readability and fun!




